INTRODUCTION	cxli
a fashionable luxury must spread through it like a
:ontagion ", since " our luxury keeps full pace with our
>pulence " 1. This eighteenth-century picture of a fluid and
>rogressive society throws a strong reflected light upon the
;onditions which were current in earlier times. The ability
o rise from lowly beginnings is shown by the careers of
wo seventeenth-century entrepreneurs — Ambrose Crowley
he greatest ironmaster of the Stuart Age, who started life as
l working blacksmith, and Peter Blundell one of its greatest
dothiers, who also sprang from the ranks. The strength of
he movement to overcome class barriers is attested by the
complaints that servants aped their superiors in luxury in
Iress, which put " all degrees and orders of woman-kind into
lisorder and confusion ", while the master could not be
mown from his man except that the latter " wears better
:lothes ". No doubt the lower strata of the working class in
:he eighteenth century merely laboured sufficiently to main-
:ain a traditional way of life : it was generally held that they
ivere content to earn the bare necessaries of existence. This
presupposes a static community in which the masses had not
pet acquired a taste for luxuries, and therefore lacked the
stimulus to exert themselves for the satisfaction of new
vvants ; but the generalization in any event does not apply
universally. The more even distribution
""
the Continent, reacted upon_the
sphere of production. The nature of the market determines
flie nature of the productive processes, and the prevailing
demand of the English people was for commodities which
were sound and useful rather than flimsy and artistic. Such
commodities could be manufactured by machinery with-
out the loss of their essential qualities.
character of English wares_lend jtgelf to machine ^..pro-
duction, but the^ flexible trend_of^natioii^L consumption jwas
responsive to mass _prp4uction__m_a_,country where the
popTJatiqn T was~ . expandiiig^ jwages were increasing, and
wants were jdastic.^ The history of the United States of
Amenca demonstrates how a rapidly-growing nation with a
1 An Enquiry into the Causes of the Present High Price of Provisions
(1767), part i. 41. The view that a flexible standard of consumption
favoured the introduction of machinery was shared by E. F. Gay.

